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By Jerry Ahern, Photos by Sharon Ahern
There’s an old saying to the effect that, “As the

twig is bent, so grows the tree.” In my case that’s
quite true – at least as far as concealed carry weapons
for personal defense are concerned. When I was just
turning 21, my decisions with weapons were based
not at all on personal experience, but on reading
knowledge and even movies and television.

I knew I wanted a smallish – but, not too small –
handgun that would conceal well, yet be adequate,
at least, for stopping an attacker, if need be.
Although, like most guys my age, I was seriously into
“James Bond,” my other reading – an old copy of
Gun Digest and my first gun magazine, Gun World –
convinced me that if a PPK was going to be the
thing, it should be in .380 ACP, rather than .32 ACP.
And, watching the occasional episode of “Peter
Gunn” on TV got me interested in five-shot Smith &
Wesson revolvers. I believe the character’s revolver
was probably a Model 36, the original model of the
Chief’s Special. I turned 21 and found a gun shop
where I could buy on credit. If memory serves, the
guy behind the counter talked me out of the Walther
– he may have been out of the .380s – and con-
vinced me of the virtues of the five-shot snubby.

With that revolver and a couple of boxes of
Remington 158-grain Round Nose Lead, I was off
on an involvement that would last all of my life – so
far. In the intervening years, I’ve owned several
Walther medium frame autos – the PPK/s, the PPK –
in .380 ACP. Today, I own a Walther PP in .32. But,
I don’t think there’s ever been a time since I turned
21 that I have been without a two-inch J-Frame.
Sharon and I each have an original all stainless steel
Smith & Wesson Model 640 .38 Special, the guns
only produced for a short time in .38 Special +P
and some comparative few marked as rated for
+P+. Mine is one of these latter. These days, the
guns are .357 Magnums and, excellent though they
might be, I wouldn’t want one. The .357 Magnum is
too powerful a cartridge for such small, lightweight
guns. Additionally, I also have an original Model 60
.38 Special, the all stainless steel version of that
blued Model 36 .38, which was my first handgun.

I was raised in Chicago. My Dad had fired hand-
guns, but didn’t own one. My Mom didn’t like guns.

My maternal grandmother gave me my first cap pis-
tol and showed me my first live ammunition. Pos-
sessed of some shooting experience, it turned out
she had my maternal grandfather’s Hopkins & Allen
.32 S&W revolver hidden in a drawer – at least part
of the time. I think she may have carried it at times.
Her late husband had been a crack shot with a rifle,
a sportsman in every way. But, he was gone from
the scene before I arrived.

So, I did the best a city boy who liked guns
could do. I bought a concealable handgun and
started teaching myself to shoot – likely why I have
the bad shooting habits that haunt me still.

Next, of course, if I were going to be armed, I
deduced that I should probably have a stout, lock-
blade folding knife. I walked into Corrado Cutlery in
downtown Chicago and saw the perfect knife. Only
$18 then, it has a different model designation now,
but in those days was known as the Puma 970 Plains-
man. If you’ve ever seen a Buck 110, you should
have no trouble visualizing that Puma. I carried that
knife everywhere (including lots of places I shouldn’t
have) and did a terrific one-hand opening with it.
Eventually, I secured a “One Armed Bandit” thumb
stud for it, installed it and found the Puma even faster
and easier to open. I carried it for many more years
until retiring it for a string of knives with pocket
clips – something the Puma lacked. Although many
of those knives were excellent and I still have most of
them, my standard carry knife these days is usually
one of the variations of the Benchmade Presidio.

Early on, I realized I needed a smaller gun for
perfect concealment under a suit (that’s how guys
dressed in those days). Remember that “M” had
ordered “OO7” to ditch the Beretta .25. That
notwithstanding – not to mention the pistol “Bond”
supposedly used was an earlier model – J.L. Galef
was advertising the Beretta .25s they were import-
ing and, it seemed, everyone wanted one. As well
they should. The Jetfire was a fine gun. Single
actions, they had the famous tip-up barrel, but no
manual safety. I always carried mine with a round
in the chamber and the hammer at half cock.

My interest in concealment holsters was really
starting to take off. I found a shoe repair shop with
a one-armed Native American who was also a hol-
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Left: A Walther and a J-Frame Smith were Ahern’s two original handgun choices. Things haven’t changed all that
much, as the Detonics USA CombatMaster in the middle photo is about the size of a Walther PPK/s, while the 

J-Frame wears Crimson Trace laser grips. At far right Ahern’s decades-old Puma with the “One-Armed Bandit” opener,
and below it a full-size then a small-size Benchmade Presidio auto. The last knife is a manually operated Presidio.
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